CHAPTER 1473

“””what’s happenin?”””

Levi Garrison immediately stood up.

“””An enemy suddenly attacked bases No. 3, No. 4, No. 7, No. 11, No. 15 and No. 19 at the same time,
and suffered heavy losses!”””

“””In addition, the four major countries have also encountered challenges! The four guardians have
been injured one after another! The first line of defense has been defeated!”””

“””Also, our spies and masters exposed by the Avengers operation suffered a heavy blow from the other
party! The loss is heavy!”””

“””The most terrifying thing is that Yulong Laboratory and Yuhu Laboratory were destroyed! The
opponent’s offensive was too fierce! Unstoppable! Now the position is completely disrupted!”””

…

The people here will tell Levi Garrison and others what happened.

Shocked!

Everyone was stunned.

“””What’s the matter? Isn’t the Avengers staring at us? How could they suddenly attack?””

Levi Garrison realized that something went wrong.

“””It doesn’t seem to be from the Avengers! They come from overseas! Most of them are mercenaries
and killer organizations! But they are as powerful as a cloud! Unstoppable!”””

“””Their leader is strong enough to explode! One person will knock down the three lines of defense!”””

…

“””Sure enough! The Avengers attack is a guise! Just to divert our attention! So that this group of people
can suddenly perform killer moves!”””

“””The last madness of the Avengers really hired foreign aid! They are not the protagonists, the real
protagonists are these people!”””

“””The last madness is here!!!”””

Levi Garrison rubbed his head.

“After all, it was still not defensive.”

“Next, we can only reduce the loss as much as possible, and then destroy the enemy.”

“””Hurry up and find out who these are? Then mobilize all the power you can mobilize to stop them!”””

“””In addition, send someone to stare at the Avengers! At this time they should be running away! We
must not let them escape Erudia alive!”””

Levi Garrison was cold.

“This time, no matter who the opponent is, he will be uprooted.”

He is angry!

“””At present, this group of people has entered Erudia! But the trace is still not traceable! No one knows
where they will attack in the next wave!”””

The Western Heavenly King has activated Skynet to check the traces of these people.

“””As soon as there is a message, let me know immediately, and I will do it myself!”””

“””The masters of the Zhentian Temple and the Four Gate Valves are on standby at any time. This is our
trump card!”””

Levi Garrison’s fighting spirit was boiling.

“As a result, suffered a loss.”

“Secondly, the other party is very strong.”

This made him nervous.

“At this time, Erudia and even the world were already boiling.”

Because the news that major bases and laboratories have been hit hard has spread…

No one expected such a day to come.

Some are happy and some are sad.

The overseas is boiling.

Erudia has never seen such an embarrassment.

“First, the king fell side by side.”

Then there was such a big thing again!

Simply refreshing!

“But for Erudia, it was a catastrophe.”

This group is too strong.

Can’t stop it at all.

The four guardians of the country are all injured.

They have entered Great Summer.

Who knows what kind of big move will be in the next step.

The most important thing is that now I don’t even know who the enemy is.

This is the most terrible!

Messiah also used resources and strength to investigate.

But there are no results.

“The moment is too tense, and people are panicking.”

Everyone is as tight as a compression spring.

“Suddenly at this time, a video was released.”

The content of the video is also very simple.

“””Erudia, my North Demon is back!”””

